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Bob the Builder is a British children's animated television series created by English
writer-producer Keith Chapman. In the original series, which aired from to , Bob appears in a
stop motion animated programme as a building contractor, specialising in masonry, along with
his colleague Wendy, various neighbours and friends, and their gang of anthropomorphised
work-vehicles and equipment. The show is broadcast in many countries, but originated from the
United Kingdom where Bob was voiced by English actor Neil Morrissey. In each episode, Bob
and his group help with renovations, construction, and repairs and with other projects as
needed. The show emphasises conflict resolution , co-operation, socialisation and various
learning skills. Bob's catchphrase is "Can we fix it? Amongst the changes were a complete
overhaul of the cast, with Harry Potter actor Lee Ingleby replacing Neil Morrissey as the voice of
Bob, and Joanne Froggatt and Blake Harrison were also confirmed as the voices of Wendy and
Scoop respectively. The setting and appearance of the characters also changed, with Bob and
his team moving to the bustling metropolis of Spring City. The changes have been criticized by
fans of the original version. It has also aired on Nick Jr. The North American version of the show
uses the original British footage and script, but dubs the voices in American accents and slang;
for example, the word " soccer " is used instead of "football" to avoid confusion with the
gridiron forms of the game. Sabatini was William Dufris , however, he was replaced with
comedian Greg Proops. When being exported to Japan , it was reported that characters of Bob
the Builder would be doctored to have five fingers instead of the original four. This was because
of a practice among the Yakuza , the famed Japanese mafia , where members would "cut off
their little fingers as a sign they can be trusted and have strength of character, and will stay
through. Bob the Builder was nominated in the BAFTA "Pre-school animation" category from to
, [ failed verification ] and won the "Children's Animation" category in for the special episode "A
Christmas to Remember". I think diggers and dumpers fascinate kids in the same way that they
are drawn to dinosaurs. They both have a timeless appeal. The technique of stop motion is very
tangible - the characters look like you can just pick them up and play with them. A New Yorker
cartoon shows a parent in a toy store asking for toys depicting Alex the Architect , supposedly
a white-collar equivalent to Bob the Builder. Some have complained about technical errors and
lack of proper safety practices in the programme, especially the absence of protective eyewear.
Bob hears of a contest to build a new community in a remote area called Sunflower Valley,
outside of Bobsville. He moves from Bobsville supposedly temporarily with Wendy and the
machines and builds a new Yard there. Bob convinces his father, Robert, to come out of
retirement and take over the Bobsville building business. It is unknown whether Bob returned to
Bobsville in the stop-motion series or not after this spin-off series was finished. For the US
version of the Project Build It series, different actors were found to do the voices for many of
the human characters, including casting Greg Proops as the new voice of Bob, and Rob
Rackstraw , who played the original Scoop, to be the voices of Spud the Scarecrow and Mr.
Bentley for both the UK and the US. The show also added recycling and being environmentally
friendly to its lessons, emphasising the phrase "Reduce, Reuse, Recycle. It was created by
Keith Chapman and Mallory Lewis. The group, now joined by newcomer Scratch are now
residing in the town of Fixham Harbour which is very similar to Bobsville, and is even implied to
be Bobsville in several episodes , deal with construction and other building tasks around the
area. Unlike previous series, Ready, Steady, Build! Various companies manufacture licensed
Bob the Builder merchandise e. Sometimes some fans make fan-made merchandise for the
television show, such as racing games that are not related to the show. Lego began
manufacturing licensed Duplo Bob the Builder sets in Lego Explorer also made the sets using
the same bricks that Duplo used e. Naughty Spud, Wallpaper Wendy, etc. The sets were aimed
at younger children, two and up. Duplo manufactured the sets e. Hasbro created licensed Bob
the Builder characters. They included talking characters and others to go with the Bob the
Builder line. The Hasbro line was discontinued in when Learning Curve took over. Learning
Curve among countless others held a license to make the toys, but discontinued them. They
first merchandised their Bob the Builder products in after the Hasbro range was discontinued.
Scoop, Muck, Lofty, Dizzy, Andy's trailer etc. They discontinued them in and it is unknown if
they could ever return to making them. The toys are currently available in the United Kingdom
by Character Options. In , Character World announced that they had signed a license to
manufacture official Bob the Builder bedding and bedroom textiles. A duvet cover is said to be
available in the UK in late It was the country's 50th best-selling computer game between
January and August Combined sales of all Bob the Builder computer games released between
January and August had reached , units in the United States by the latter date. Jolly Roger
Amusement Rides Ltd. In March , Scoop was re-released with a new dashboard and a Stamar
soundboard. Then, in , versions of both rides were released with video screens. From
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implementations in various languages. The Empire Builder is an Amtrak long-distance
passenger train that operates three times a week [3] between Chicago and via two sections west
of Spokane Seattle and Portland. Introduced in , it was the flagship passenger train of the Great
Northern Railway and its successor, the Burlington Northern Railroad , and was retained by
Amtrak when it took over intercity rail service in It is Amtrak's busiest long-distance route.
During fiscal year , the Empire Builder carried , passengers, an increase of 1. The train used to
run daily; however, service has been reduced to tri-weekly due to the COVID pandemic. It was
named in honor of the company's founder, James J. Hill , who had reorganized several failing
railroads into the only successful attempt at a privately funded transcontinental railroad. It
reached the Pacific Northwest in the late 19th century, and for this feat, he was nicknamed "The
Empire Builder". The schedule allowed riders views of the Cascade Mountains and Glacier
National Park , a park established through the lobbying efforts of the Great Northern.
Re-equipped with domes in , the Empire Builder offered passengers sweeping views of the
route through three dome coaches and one full-length Great Dome car for first class
passengers. In , the Great Northern merged with three other closely affiliated railroads to form
the Burlington Northern Railroad , which assumed operation of the Builder. Amtrak took over
the train when it began operating most intercity routes a year later, and shifted the
Chicagoâ€”St. The service also used to operate west from the Twin Cities before turning
northwest in Willmar, Minnesota , to reach Fargo. Amtrak added a Portland section in , with the
train splitting in Spokane. This restored service to the line previously operated by the Spokane,
Portland and Seattle Railway. In , Amtrak upgraded service to include a wine and cheese tasting
in the dining car for sleeping car passengers and free newspapers in the morning. During
summer months, on portions of the route, "Trails and Rails" volunteer tour guides in the lounge
car give commentary on points of visual and historic interest that can be viewed from the train.
The Empire Builder is Amtrak's most popular long-distance train. Over fiscal years â€”, Empire
Builder annual ridership averaged ,, with a high of , in FY The St. Paul to Chicago portion
currently follows the route of the former Twin Cities Hiawatha. In pre-Amtrak days it used the
Twin Zephyrs routing. The cars from the two sections are combined at Spokane. The combined
train then traverses the mountains of northeastern Washington , northern Idaho and
northwestern Montana , arriving in Whitefish in the morning. Passengers can see sweeping
views as the Builder travels along the middle fork of the Flathead River , crossing the
Continental Divide at Marias Pass. The land changes from prairie to forest as it travels through
Minnesota. From Minneapolis-St. It passes through rural southern Wisconsin, turns south at
Milwaukee, and ends at Chicago Union Station. The westbound Empire Builder leaves Chicago
in early afternoon, arriving in Milwaukee just before the afternoon rush and in St. Paul in the
evening. After traveling overnight through Minnesota, it spends most of the following day

traveling through North Dakota and Montana, arriving at Glacier National Park in the early
evening and splittling late at night in Spokane. The Seattle section travels through the Cascades
overnight, arriving in Seattle in mid-morning. The Portland section arrives in the Tri-Cities just
before breakfast and in Portland in mid-morning. The eastbound Seattle and Portland sections
leave within five minutes of each other just before the afternoon rush, combining in Spokane
and traveling through Montana overnight before arriving at Glacier National Park in
mid-morning and Williston at dinner time. After traveling overnight through North Dakota and
Minnesota, it arrives in St. The line has come under threat from flooding from the Missouri,
Souris, Red, and Mississippi Rivers, and has occasionally had to suspend or alter service. Most
service gets restored in days or weeks, but Devils Lake in North Dakota , which has no natural
outlet, is a long-standing threat. The lowest top-of-rail elevation in the lake crossing is 1, Two
bridges and their abutments are also being raised. In the spring and summer of flooding of the
Souris River near Minot, North Dakota blocked the route in the latter part of June and for most
of July. Other locations along the route also flooded, near Devils Lake, North Dakota and areas
further west along the Missouri River. An oil boom from the Bakken formation , combined with a
robust fall harvest, led to a spike in the number of crude oil and grain trains using the Northern
Transcon in Montana and North Dakota. The resulting congestion led to terrible delays for the
Empire Builder, with the train receiving a In some cases, the delays resulted in an imbalance of
crew and equipment, forcing Amtrak to cancel runs of the Empire Builder. Due to the
increasingly severe delays, Amtrak adjusted the route's schedule west of St. Paul on April 15,
Westbound trains left St. Operating hours for affected stations were also officially adjusted
accordingly. The Amtrak announcement also said that the BNSF Railway was working on
adding track capacity, and it was anticipated that sometime in the Empire Builder could be
returned to its former schedule. In January , it was announced that the train would resume its
normal schedule. Even during the worst of the delays, the train has seen frequent patronage
from workers in the Bakken fields and their families who board and detrain in Williston. In , the
construction and filling of Lake Koocanusa necessitated the realignment of 60 miles of track
between Stryker, Montana , and Libby, Montana , and the construction of Flathead Tunnel ,
leading the Empire Builder to drop service to Eureka, Montana. Another alignment change came
on October 25, , when the Seattle section was rerouted from the old Northern Pacific which had
also become part of the BN in to the Burlington Northern Railroad 's line through the Cascade
Tunnel over Stevens Pass. It has been proposed that the Empire Builder and Hiawatha Service
trains servicing Glenview , Illinois have their station stop be shifted one station north to the
Metra station at North Glenview , to eliminate stops which block traffic on Glenview Road. North
Glenview would have to be modified to handle additional traffic, and the move depends on
commitments from Glenview, the Illinois General Assembly , and Metra. Renovation of the
Beaux Arts terminal was undertaken in , continuing through , resulting in a multi-mode terminal
used by Jefferson Bus Lines, Greyhound Bus lines, commuter bus and the Metro Green Line ,
providing a light rail connection to downtown Minneapolis. Like all long-distance trains west of
the Mississippi River, the Empire Builder uses bilevel Superliner passenger cars. The Empire
Builder was the first train to be fully equipped with Superliners, with the first run occurring on
October 28, A typical Empire Builder consist is configured as follows with the assigned section
west of Spokane shown in parentheses :. Eastbound the sections are combined in a reverse
fashion, with the Seattle section numbered as train 8 and the Portland section as train During
peak travel periods, an additional coach is added to the rear of the train between Chicago and
St. It is left overnight in St. Paul for the next day's return trip to pick up. This car is designated
train westbound and train eastbound. When first launched in , the Great Northern provided new
heavyweight consists. When the railway received five new streamlined trainsets in , the old
heavyweight sets were used to reintroduce the Oriental Limited. In the Empire Builder was
re-equipped with six new streamlined trainsets; the cars were used to launch the Western Star ,
while the Oriental Limited was retired. When the GN acquired dome coaches in , the coaches
went to Western Star , while the coaches went to the pool of spare and extra-movement cars. In
this consist, one of the seat "chair" cars and one of the 4-section sleepers were used for the
connection to Portland, while the rest of the consist connected to Seattle. The Great Northern
coaches eventually found their way into state-subsidized commuter service for the Central
Railroad of New Jersey after the Burlington Northern merger and remained until when NJ
Transit retired its last E8A locomotive. Some of these cars remain in New Jersey. Some coaches
were acquired from the Union Pacific ; these also went to New Jersey. One of the 28 seat
coach-dinette cars also remains in New Jersey and is stored near Interstate 78 wearing tattered
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cultures collectively termed " Mound Builders " were prehistoric, indigenous inhabitants of
North America who, during a 5,year period, constructed various styles of earthen mounds for
religious, ceremonial, burial, and elite residential purposes. Since the 19th century, the
prevailing scholarly consensus has been that the mounds were constructed by indigenous
peoples of the Americas. Sixteenth-century Spanish explorers met natives living in a number of
later Mississippian cities in the Southeast, described their cultures, and left artifacts. The
namesake cultural trait of the Mound Builders was the building of mounds and other
earthworks. These burial and ceremonial structures were typically flat-topped pyramids or
platform mounds , flat-topped or rounded cones, elongated ridges, and sometimes a variety of
other forms. They were generally built as part of complex villages. The early earthworks built in
Louisiana around BCE are the only ones known to have been built by a hunter-gatherer culture,
rather than a more settled culture based on agricultural surpluses. The best-known flat-topped
pyramidal structure is Monks Mound at Cahokia , near present-day Collinsville, Illinois. This site
had numerous mounds, some with conical or ridge tops, as well as a Woodhenge, and
palisaded stockades protecting the large settlement and elite quarter. At its maximum about CE,
Cahokia was an urban settlement with 20,â€”30, people; this population was not exceeded by
North American European settlements until after Some effigy mounds were constructed in the
shapes or outlines of culturally significant animals. The most famous effigy mound, Serpent
Mound in southern Ohio, ranges from 1 foot 0. Many different tribal groups and chiefdoms ,
involving an array of beliefs and unique cultures over thousands of years, built mounds as
expressions of their cultures. The general term, "mound builder", does not describe one culture
or tribe, but is applied to their shared architectural practice of earthwork mound construction.
This practice, believed to be associated with a cosmology that had a cross-cultural appeal, may
indicate common cultural antecedents. The first mound building was an early marker of political
and social complexity among the cultures in the Eastern United States. It is one of 11 mound
complexes from this period found in the Lower Mississippi Valley. These cultures generally had
developed hierarchical societies that had an elite. These commanded hundreds or even
thousands of workers to dig up tons of earth with the hand tools available, move the soil long
distances, and finally, workers to create the shape with layers of soils as directed by the
builders. The most complete reference for these earthworks is Ancient Monuments of the
Mississippi Valley , written by Ephraim G. Squier and Edwin H. It was published in by the
Smithsonian Institution. Since many of the features which the authors documented have since

been destroyed or diminished by farming and development, their surveys, sketches, and
descriptions are still used by modern archaeologists. All of the sites which they identified as
located in Kentucky came from the manuscripts of C. Between and , Hernando de Soto , the
Spanish conquistador , traversed what became the southeastern United States. There he
encountered many different mound-builder peoples who were perhaps descendants of the great
Mississippian culture. De Soto observed people living in fortified towns with lofty mounds and
plazas, and surmised that many of the mounds served as foundations for priestly temples. Near
present-day Augusta, Georgia , de Soto encountered a group ruled by a queen, Cofitachequi.
She told him that the mounds within her territory served as the burial places for nobles. The
artist Jacques le Moyne , who had accompanied French settlers to northeastern Florida during
the s, likewise noted Native American groups using existing mounds and constructing others.
He produced a series of watercolor paintings depicting scenes of native life. Although most of
his paintings have been lost, some engravings were copied from the originals and published in
by a Flemish company. Among these is a depiction of the burial of an aboriginal Floridian tribal
chief, an occasion of great mourning and ceremony. The original caption reads:. Sometimes the
deceased king of this province is buried with great solemnity, and his great cup from which he
was accustomed to drink is placed on a tumulus with many arrows set about it. Both observed
them in the area that today is known as Mississippi. The Natchez were devout worshippers of
the sun. Having a population of some 4,, they occupied at least nine villages and were presided
over by a paramount chief , known as the Great Sun, who wielded absolute power. Both
observers noted the high temple mounds which the Natchez had built so that the Great Sun
could commune with God, the sun. His large residence was built atop the highest mound, from
"which, every morning, he greeted the rising sun, invoking thanks and blowing tobacco smoke
to the four cardinal directions". Later explorers to the same regions, only a few decades after
mound-building settlements had been reported, found the regions largely depopulated, the
residents vanished, and the mounds untended. Since little violent conflict with Europeans had
occurred in that area during that period, the most plausible explanation is that infectious
diseases from the Old World, such as smallpox and influenza , had decimated most of the
Native Americans who had comprised the last mound-builder civilization. Radiocarbon dating
has established the age of the earliest Archaic mound complex in southeastern Louisiana. One
of the two Monte Sano Site mounds, excavated in before being destroyed for new construction
at Baton Rouge, was dated at BP plus or minus years. Securely dated to about 5, years ago
around BCE , in the Middle Archaic period, it consists of a formation of 11 mounds from 3 feet 0.
Watson Brake was being constructed nearly 2, years before the better-known Poverty Point ,
and building continued for years. With the s dating of Watson Brake and similar complexes,
scholars established that pre-agricultural, pre-ceramic American societies could organize to
accomplish complex construction during extended periods of time, invalidating scholars'
traditional ideas of Archaic society. Their food consisted mostly of fish and deer, as well as
available plants. It is a striking complex of more than 1 square mile 2. Three mounds are also
part of the main complex, and evidence of residences extends for about 3 miles 4. It is the major
site among associated with the Poverty Point culture and is one of the best-known early
examples of earthwork monumental architecture. Unlike the localized societies during the
Middle Archaic, this culture showed evidence of a wide trading network outside its area, which
is one of its distinguishing characteristics. The oldest mound associated with the Woodland
period was the mortuary mound and pond complex at the Fort Center site in Glade County,
Florida. Some well-understood examples are the Adena culture of Ohio , West Virginia , and
parts of nearby states. The subsequent Hopewell culture built monuments from present-day
Illinois to Ohio; it is renowned for its geometric earthworks. The Adena and Hopewell were not
the only mound-building peoples during this time period. Contemporaneous mound-building
cultures existed throughout what is now the Eastern United States , stretching as far south as
Crystal River in western Florida. During this time, in parts of present-day Mississippi, Arkansas,
and Louisiana, the Hopewellian Marksville culture degenerated and was succeeded by the
Baytown culture. Population and cultural and political complexity increased, especially by the
end of the Coles Creek period. Although many of the classic traits of chiefdom societies were
not yet made, by CE, the formation of simple elite polities had begun. The Coles Creek culture is
considered ancestral to the Plaquemine culture. Around â€” CE, the Mississippian culture
developed and spread through the Eastern United States, primarily along the river valleys. It had
several regional variants including the Middle Mississippian culture of Cahokia, the South
Appalachian Mississippian variant at Moundville and Etowah , the Plaquemine Mississippian
variant in south Louisiana and Mississippi, [22] and the Caddoan Mississippian culture of
northwestern Louisiana, eastern Texas, and southwestern Arkansas. Fort Ancient is the name
for a Native American culture that flourished from to CE among a people who predominantly

inhabited land along the Ohio River in areas of modern-day southern Ohio, northern Kentucky ,
and western West Virginia. Sites inhabited by Plaquemine peoples continued to be used as
vacant ceremonial centers without large village areas much as their Coles Creek ancestors had
done, although their layout began to show influences from Middle Mississippian peoples to the
north. The Winterville and Holly Bluff Lake George sites in western Mississippi are good
examples that exemplify this change of layout, but continuation of site usage. Louis, Missouri.
This resulted in the adaption of new pottery techniques , as well as new ceremonial objects and
possibly new social patterns during the Plaquemine period. Eventually, the last enclave of
purely Plaquemine culture was the Natchez Bluffs area, while the Yazoo Basin and adjacent
areas of Louisiana became a hybrid Plaquemine-Mississippian culture. In the Natchez Bluffs
area, the Taensa and Natchez people had held out against Mississippian influence and
continued to use the same sites as their ancestors, and the Plaquemine culture is considered
directly ancestral to these historic period groups encountered by Europeans. Troyville culture
and Baytown culture. Caddoan Mississippian culture. Fort Ancient culture. Through the midth
century, European Americans did not recognize that ancestors of the Native Americans had
built the prehistoric mounds of the eastern U. They believed that the massive earthworks and
large ceremonial complexes were built by a different people. A New York Times article from
described a mound in Wisconsin in which a giant human skeleton measuring over 9 feet 2. Two
thigh bones were measured with the height of their owners estimated at 14 feet 4. But still there
is more. It calls up the indefinite past. When Columbus first sought this continent â€” when
Christ suffered on the cross â€” when Moses led Israel through the Red-Sea â€” nay, even,
when Adam first came from the hand of his Maker â€” then as now, Niagara was roaring here.
The eyes of that species of extinct giants, whose bones fill the mounds of America, have gazed
on Niagara, as ours do now. Co[n]temporary with the whole race of men, and older than the first
man, Niagara is strong, and fresh to-day as ten thousand years ago. The Mammoth and
Mastodon â€” now so long dead, that fragments of their monstrous bones, alone testify, that
they ever lived, have gazed on Niagara. In that long â€” long time, never still for a single
moment. Never dried, never froze, never slept, never rested. The antiquarian author William
Pidgeon created fraudulent surveys of mound groups that did not exist, possibly tainting this
opinion, which was replaced by others. A major factor in increasing public knowledge of the
origins of the mounds was the report by Cyrus Thomas of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
He concluded that the prehistoric earthworks of the Eastern United States were the work of
early cultures of Native Americans. A small number of people had earlier made similar
conclusions: Thomas Jefferson , for example, excavated a mound and from the artifacts and
burial practices, noted similarities between mound-builder funeral practices and those of Native
Americans in his time. In addition, Theodore Lewis in had refuted Pidgeon's fraudulent claims
of pre-Native American moundbuilders. Other people believed that Greeks , Africans , Chinese ,
or assorted Europeans built the mounds. During the 19th century, a common belief was that the
Jews , particularly the Lost Ten Tribes, were the ancestors of Native Americans and the Mound
Builders. While the Nephites, Lamanites, and Mulekites were all of Jewish origin coming from
Israel around BCE, the Jaradites were a non-Abrahamic people separate in all aspects, except in
a belief in Jehovah, from the Nephites. The Book of Mormon depicts these settlers building
magnificent cities, which were destroyed by warfare about CE Numerous observers have
suggested that the Book of Mormon appears to be a work of fiction that parallels others within
the 19th-century "mound-builder" genre that was pervasive at the time. References are made in
the Book of Mormon to then-current understanding of pre-Columbian civilizations, including the
Formative Mesoamerican civilizations such as the Pre-Classic Olmec , Maya , and Zapotec.
During the 20th century, certain sects affiliated with the Black nationalist Moorish Science
philosophy theorized an association with the Mound Builders. These Black groups claim that
the Indigenous Americans were too primitive to have developed the sophisticated societies and
the technology believed necessary to build the mounds. He believed that God built the mound
and placed it as a symbol of the story of the Garden of Eden. Some people attributed the
mounds to mythical cultures: Lafcadio Hearn suggested that the mounds were built by people
from the lost continent of Atlantis. The mound-builder explanations were often honest
misinterpretations of real data from valid sources. Both scholars and laymen accepted some of
these explanations. One belief was that Native American Indians were too unsophisticated to
have constructed such complex earthworks and artifacts. The associated stone, metal, and clay
artifacts were thought to be too complex for ancient Native Americans to have made. In the
American Southeast and Midwest, numerous Native American cultures were sedentary and
used agriculture. Numerous Native American towns had built surrounding stockades for
defense. Capable of this type of construction, their ancestors and they could have built
mounds, but people who believed that Native Americans did not build the earthworks did not

analyze it in this manner. They thought the Native American nomadic cultures would not
organize to build such monuments, for failure to devote the time and effort to construct such
time-consuming projects. When British colonists first arrived in America, they did not witness
the Native Americans building mounds and these colonists reported that few Native Americans
specifically referring to those Native Americans living in this area newly colonized by England
on the Atlantic coast - knew of their own ancient? Yet earlier Europeans, especially the Spanish,
had written numerous non-English-language accounts about the Indians' construction of
mounds. Garcilaso de la Vega reported how the Indians built the mounds and placed temples on
top of them. A few French expeditions reported staying with Indian societies who had built
mounds also. People also claimed that Native Americans were not the Mound Builders because
the mounds and related artifacts were older than Native American cultures known by European
Americans at that time. For example, Caleb Atwater 's misunderstanding of stratigraphy caused
him to believe that the Mound Builders were a much older civilization than known Native
Americans. In his book, Antiquities Discovered in the Western States , Atwater claimed that
Indian remains were always found right beneath the surface of the earth. Since the artifacts
associated with the Mound Builders were found fairly deep in the ground, Atwater argued that
they must be from a different group of people. The discovery of metal artifacts further
convinced people that the Mound Builders were not Native Americans. This is because the
Native Americans encountered by the Europeans and European Americans were not thought to
engage in metallurgy. Some artifacts that were found in relation to the mounds were inscribed
with symbols. As the Europeans did not know of any Native American cultures that had a
writing system, they assumed a different group had created them. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Redirected from Mound builder people. Pre-Columbian cultures of North America
that constructed various styles of earthen mounds. For other uses, see Mound builder
disambiguation. Main article: Archaic period in the Americas. Main article: Woodland period.
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